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Abstract
Human creativity is intimately bound with the objects used in the creative process.

Creation, creator, and tools exist as actors in a constantly undulating assemblage, both the
weight of each component and the connection between components adapting to present
circumstances. What changes in our understanding of creativity, then, need to occur when
one of the actors is a non-human object with at least presumed agency? What is the role
of authorship when an object can act on its own? What relationship forms between the
creator and his or her tools? I will describe early work with a robotic creature called syngva,
designed to encourage reflective and expressive behaviors in the person interacting with it,
responding through motion to vocalizations from user.
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{ Agency and Computational Objects }

Let’s start from the basics: that philosophically the division between subject and
object has always been muddy. Yet it has only been recently in our day-to-day lives,
with the proliferation of computational objects and relational artifacts, that we
personally witness situations that upset the seemingly clean distinctions between
subject and object, agent and non-agent. The place of agency in the human is slowly
being joined by a type of agency (or at least presumed agency) in the object itself.
Newborns, toddlers, and children have always had a fungible boundary between
what is alive and what is not; the work of the developmental psychologist Jean
Piaget, among others, showed that the young go through a process of attributing
aliveness, agency, to things such as rocks and leaves1. So while children have blurred
the boundary betwixt what can have its own thoughts and what cannot, adults too
are increasingly faced with similar questions as they interact with not only robotic
creatures, but other objects infused with computational abilities as well. From
Sony’s Aibo to Paro the robotic seal, with ubicomp and situated technologies, we
are faced with situations of relatively limited understanding: how we are going to
interact with objects that possess (presumed) agency. And if an object can act as a
presumed agent, is there a way to use this as an influence for new types of personal
expression?

My thesis work considers these questions, and I will return to the object of my
thesis, syngva, at the end of the paper. However, first I want to consider briefly our
present understanding of interactions with objects that possess presumed agency.

We can perhaps date one of the earliest examples of projections of agency onto
computers to Joseph Weizenbaum’s seminal Eliza program. Yet the proliferation
of chat agents didn’t occur until the 1980s and 1990s, with many of these bots found
on multi-user spaces such as MUDs, predecessors to programs such as Second Life
of today. Sherry Turkle, both in The Second Self and Life on the Screen2, showed
how these “autonomous” agents served as devices for psychological projection. In
the situations where her informants were adults, they knew that the agent was not

1Jean Piaget, The Child’s Conception of the World (Littlefield, Adams, 1951 [1929]).
2Sherry Turkle, The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit, Twentieth Anniversary Edi-

tion edition (MIT Press, 2005 [1984]); Sherry Turkle, Life on the Screen: Identity in the Age of the
Internet (New York, NY, USA: Touchstone, 1995).
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alive, that it couldn’t be alive (unlike her child informants, who had a more difficult
time deciding whether or not the program or robot was alive). Yet they spoke (or
typed) to it as if it had emotions, as if it could understand the meaning of what it
was being told. The program was a Rorschach, pulling out of the human user their
internal psychological milieu.

Today this bleeding edge of agency is most often found in robotics. Perhaps
surprisingly to some, robots have found a place amongst the elderly, in nursing
homes as possible attendants, or even replacements, for human caretakers. Turkle
and her colleagues have conducted a number of studies showing how the elderly,
especially those with cognitive difficulties, react to some of these robotic pets as if
they were alive, raising troubling concerns about the use of these robots when peo-
ple no longer are able to make the distinction between a machine that acts like its
alive, and the assumption that the machine is alive3. More generally, in work done
by Clifford Nass and Youngme Moon, people “mindlessly” attribute learned social
rules and expectations to computers and computational objects without causing
any cognitive difficulty4.

These questions of agency are perhaps most prominent when we consider robotic
creatures that are designed to encourage or influence behavior. While this could in-
clude everything from social robotics to the Roomba, I would like to focus on one
area: that is, those creatures involved in helping to encourage different types of ex-
pressive actions. This leads me to a discussion of three different robotic creatures:
keepon, a rhythmic cartoon-like robot that encourages dancing; blendie, a robotic
blender that only turns on when a human makes the sounds of the machine; and
syngva, my thesis research, a robotic creatures that moves in response to non-speech
human sounds.

3Will Taggart, Sherry Turkle and Cory D. Kidd, An Interactive Robot in a Nursing Home: Pre-
liminary Remarks, in: Proceedings of the CogSci Workshop on Android Science (2005); Sherry Turkle
Turkle, Relational Artifacts/Children/Elders: The Complexities of CyberCompanions, in: Proceedings
of the CogSci Workshop on Android Science (2005); Cory D. Kidd, Will Taggart and Sherry Turkle,
A Sociable Robot to Encourage Social Interaction Among the Elderly, in: International Conference on
Robotics and Automation (2006); Sherry Turkle, A Nascent Robotics Culture: New Complicities for
Companionship, in: American Association for Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) (2006).

4Clifford Nass and Youngme Moon, ‘Machines and Mindlessness: Social Responses to Comput-
ers’, Journal of Social Issues 56:1 (2000), 〈URL: http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/
abs/10.1111/0022-4537.00153〉.
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Before going into three projects in some depth, however, I need to make a slight
detour, a detour that will lead me to one of the two main points of the paper, the
connection between agency and authorship.

{ Detour: Actor-network theory and studying computational objects }

If the objects I’m speaking of are novel, if they so upset the standard distinctions of
subject and object, of agent and non-agent, then standard means of studying human
interaction are likely to be inappropriate. For example, we cannot study humans
in isolation, divorced from the non-human parts of their lives. We cannot continue
to believe in a world that pre-exists our perception, of humans as merely passive
participants in the events that surround us. Instead of preserving the traditional
analytical split between nature and society, instead of continuing the attempt to
purify new objects into one sphere or the other, perhaps instead the spheres should
be pushed back together, removing the artificial division5. These ideas are perhaps
not new to those in the humanities, but for those who study science and technol-
ogy, human influence on the rational world of science has long been considered an
anathema.

Work by Bruno Latour, John Law, Michel Callon, among others, in the stud-
ies of the social construction of science and technology, specifically actor-network
theory (ANT), provide a different way of looking at the complex interplay of hu-
mans, the world, and the objects we create and interact with in that world. Less a
theory and more a methodology, ANT, among other things, considers the objects
of study to be on the same ontological level as the subjects, the humans interacting
with the objects6. This is a most important shift in research methods, flattening the
ontological level and forcing the researcher who wants to better understand our in-
teractions with novel computational devices to take seriously the role of the device
in creating the reality observed.

In a recent book, After Method: Mess in Social Science Research, John Law de-
scribes some of the important components of the ANT methodology that, not
coincidently, challenge standard assumptions of Western metaphysics: that we as-

5Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern (Harvard University Press, 1993).
6Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor-Network-Theory, Clarendon

Lectures in Management Studies (New York, NY, USA: Oxford University Press, 2005), pp. 63–86.
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sume reality is “out-there”, independent of our actions, that it precedes us, that it
is definite, and that it is the same everywhere7. Law shows in a number of exam-
ples that even if there is a reality “out-there”, it is not independent of our actions
(our measurement equipment, what he calls inscription devices influences the types
of data we obtain), that it does not precede us (knowledge about a transcription
factor only exists after we have discovered it), that it is not definite (forms are fluid
depending on points of view), and finally, that it is multiple (different accounts of
the same event can exist at the same time).

I want to dial down a bit further into the consideration that reality is not in-
dependent of our own actions. This was most compellingly shown in the seminal
work of Latour and Woolgar, Laboratory Life, which showed that knowledge about
the world didn’t exist independent of the measurement devices used to describe that
world. That in fact, without the mass spectrometer, a certain fact would not exist.
And that such a fact would not have found its way into a research paper, the main
product of the research lab. Thus the process of authorship of a technical report
was dependent on the non-human, non-alive actions of the mass spectrometer.

Could we then attribute authorship to the technical device? How many levels
back shall we go in the author list for a paper that gets published in Science? I doubt
that many would wish to attribute such prominent credit to the mass spectrometer.
However, I think this expanded view of authorship and the understanding of the
importance of objects in the production of knowledge becomes even more compli-
cated when the object seems to act on its own, as happens in the robotic creatures I
am about to describe. This is the first main point of the paper. We see that the ques-
tion of agency is intimately tied to the question of authorship. I don’t presume to
answer the question of whether or not we should consider these robotic creatures
as joint authors of performances, compositions, etc.; the answer is, as is often the
case, contingent on a number of internal and external factors. Yet it’s important to
recognize the complicating factor that agency brings to these situations.

7John Law, After Method: Mess in social science research (New York, NY, USA: Routledge, 2004),
pp. 23- 26.
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{ Expression and Robotic Creatures }

The robotic creatures I would now like to focus on have each been designed to cre-
ate spaces for different types of expressive behaviors. So not only does the creature
move or act on its own in a certain way, but by its action, it opens up the possibility
for different types of human responses and behaviors. This can be related psycho-
logically through the work of D. W. Winnicott, who examined those objects of
an infant that are first recognized as being separate from the infant: the first “not-
me” object. He describes these objects as transitional objects and the experiences
as transitional phenomena, the “designation of the intermediate area of experience,
between the thumb and the teddy bear”.8 Transitional objects in childhood enable
cultural experience in adulthood: “The place where cultural experience is located is
in the potential space between the individual and the environment (originally the
object).”9

These creatures create spaces of possibility, moving initial conditions here and
there, but leaving trajectories open-ended and not closed. Traversal of the space is
dependent on the joint actions of the human and the creature, with the setup of the
initial conditions determining the interestingness of the resulting interaction.

{ keepon }

Designed to encourage social interaction and rhythmic synchrony though dancing,
keepon is a robot developed by Marek Michalowski of CMU and Hideki Kozima of
the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology in Kyoto,
Japan10. keepon has four degrees of freedom and is shaped like a cartoon figure,
with two spheres stacked on top of each other. Control comes from motors hidden
in the base of the robot; these motors are in turn controlled by a system written
in Max/MSP. The metronome-based beat detection system works both on human

8D. W. Winnicott, Playing and Reality (New York, NY, USA: Routledge, 2005 [1971]), chap.
Transitional Objects and Transitional Phenomena, p. 2.

9D. W. Winnicott, Playing and Reality (New York, NY, USA: Routledge, 2005 [1971]), chap.
The Location of Cultural Experience, p. 135.

10Marek P. Michalowski, Selma Sabanovic and Hideki Kozima, A dancing robot for rhythmic so-
cial interaction, in: HRI ’07: Proceeding of the ACM/IEEE international conference on Human-robot
interaction (New York, NY, USA: ACM Press, 2007).
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Figure 2: Keepon’s external and internal structure
and its deformable body.

nipulated like a marionette. Keepon sits atop a black cylin-
der that contains four motors and two circuit boards (a PID
controller and a motor driver). Since Keepon’s body is made
of silicone rubber and is relatively hollow, the head and belly
deform whenever Keepon changes posture or when someone
touches it.

The simple body has four degrees of freedom (DOFs),
as shown in fig. 3: nodding/tilting ±40!, shaking/panning
±180!, rocking side-to-side ±25!, and bobbing/shrinking
with a 15mm stroke. For each degree of freedom, the PID
controller can be given parameters for maximum velocity
and acceleration. Given a position command, the controller
generates a trapezoidal velocity profile that smoothly accel-
erates and decelerates the motor to the desired position.

3.2 Software
A number of low-level software modules on the control-

ling computer are used for command generation and serial
communication with the robot. High-level control (fig. 4)
is implemented in Max/MSP [11], a graphical programming
environment originally designed for controlling digital mu-
sical instruments. Max/MSP is well-suited to this applica-
tion, as it provides tools and components for creating clocks
and metronomes, performing audio signal processing, and
designing graphical user interfaces. Communicating with
hardware control modules (using sockets) and linking with
external libraries (such as OpenCV [14]) is accomplished
with external Max/MSP objects built in the C++ language.

An interface built in Max/MSP allows a human teleop-
erator to see the view from Keepon’s eyes and to control
the robot’s pose or direction of attention. While it would
be possible to run the robot autonomously using, for ex-
ample, face recognition, having a human control the robot’s
high-level attentional state allows for more compelling social
interactions while focusing on the relationship between the
rhythmic behaviors of robot and interactor.

A metronome in Max/MSP produces a succession of beats
separated by a given time interval to produce the desired
beats per minute (BPM). The frequency of the master beat
to which Keepon dances can be obtained either from audi-
tory or visual sensing. The Max/MSP sync~ object receives
a series of taps (which may be keyboard or mouse presses,
amplitude peaks in an audio signal, or any type of message)
and returns the BPM of the last three approximately evenly-
spaced taps. In the case of visual sensing, average optical
flow in a region of interest is computed for an incoming video
stream. Changes in direction (with hysteresis) are used as
taps for computing the BPM of dominant movement in the
environment (presumably that of a human dancing partner).

Figure 3: Keepon’s four degrees of freedom (nod-
ding, panning, rocking, and bobbing).

For each of Keepon’s degrees of freedom, there is a clus-
ter of Max/MSP objects that uses the beats of the master
metronome, current BPM information, and the current po-
sition of Keepon’s pose or direction of attention (controlled
by an operator) in order to generate rhythmic movement
centered on the current direction of attention. The parame-
ters of each DOF are: a binary switch determining whether
that DOF is active; a binary switch determining whether,
for each beat, the DOF moves to one of its limits or through
an entire cycle; a binary switch determining the phase; and
the desired range of rhythmic motion for that DOF. These
parameters are randomly selected and modified at random
intervals in order to keep the dance interesting. Based on
changes in the BPM or the magnitude of the DOF’s range
of motion, commands are first sent to the motor controller
to set the DOF’s maximum speed and velocity to ensure
motion of appropriate speed (i.e., when the beat is slow, or
the range of motion is small, Keepon moves slowly, and vice
versa). With each metronome beat (or half-beat, if the DOF
is to move through an entire cycle per beat) a command is
sent to the motor controller to move the DOF to one of the
limits of its desired range of motion.

4. OBSERVATION

4.1 Setup
Keepon was on display at the annual open house of Japan’s

National Institute of Information and Communications Tech-
nology. Members of the community, especially parents and
children, were invited to see the various research projects
undertaken at the Institute. Keepon was positioned atop
a small table in a half-cubicle-partitioned area in a room
with other robots on display. The floor on one side of the
area, opposite Keepon, was tiled with carpeted panels to
provide children with an a!ordance for dancing (see fig. 1).
A sign hung on one of the partitions encouraged children,
in Japanese, to “dance with Keepon!” Selections from a
collection of well-known Japanese children’s songs played
randomly from speakers behind a partition.

Keepon was set up to extract rhythm from visual move-
ment, rather than audio, with the goal that the robot would
synchronize to the physical dancing of visiting children. Chil-
dren would see a robot dancing to music, when in fact the
robot was “deaf” to the music and could respond only to
their movement. A small fixed camera was trained on the
carpeted area for recording, and a subwindow of the video
stream was used by Max/MSP to calculate movement from
optical flow. The on-board cameras could not be used as it
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Figure 1: keepon mechanical system, from ibid.
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ment, rather than audio, with the goal that the robot would
synchronize to the physical dancing of visiting children. Chil-
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Figure 2: keepon movement, from ibid.

input from a tap-based metronome, as well as tracking optical flow through cameras
mounted in keepon’s “eyes”. A human operator controls the robot’s attention11.

What is important to take note of is that keepon is not tracking the beat of
the music in the space, but rather the movements of people around it. Thus the
researchers saw that many people would wait until there was some “synchrony”
between keepon’s movements and the music heard. Once people noticed this cor-
relation between what they heard and the movement of the robot, they would be-
gin to nod in time to the music, thus causing keepon to continue its synchronous
movements. Thus we see the creation of a feedback loop between the person and
the creature, sustained by the human’s perception of the music in the environment,
coupled with the movement of the creature. Without the creature, the human
wouldn’t nod; without the human, the creature wouldn’t lock on to the music.

Additionally, people would try a variety of things to exert their own influence

11See a video of keepon dancing to Spoon’s “I Turn My Camera On”: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3g-yrjh58ms.
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Exhibits

Blendie

Blendie is an interactive, sensitive, intelligent, voice controlled blender with a mind of 
its own. Materials are a 1950’s Osterizer blender altered with custom made hardware 
and software for sound analysis and motor control.

People induce the blender to spin by sounding the sounds of its motor in action. If 
they make their voice sufficiently blender-like, then Blendie will begin to pitch-track and 
power-match their voice with its own motor body. For example, a person may growl 
low pitch blender-like sounds to get it to spin slowly, and the person may growl blender-
style at higher pitches to speed up Blendie. The experience for the participant is to speak 
the language of the machine, to resonate with the machine, and thus to more deeply 
understand and connect with it. The action may also bring about personal revelations in 
the participant, because in sounding with the blender one is likely to perform gesture 
and sound expressions not previously accessed which may open up unfound emotions 
or thoughts or feelings.

An empathic opportunity is made manifest emphasizing and utilizing the aspects of 
motorized machines that are not what have been traditionally designed into them 
intentionally – i.e. their incredible sound and vibration – but that nevertheless have 
large roles in our interaction and approach to them.

http://web.media.mit.edu/~monster/blendie/

A B S T R A C T

Kelly Dobson
Media Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
monster@media.mit.edu

C AT E G O R I E S  A N D  
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K E Y W O R D S 
Interactive art, DSP, artificial 
intelligence, voice controlled, 
empathy, psychotherapy, machine 
therapy
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Figure 3: Blendie, by Kelly Dobson. {Image from ibid. }

on the creature: tapping it in time to the music, waving, trying to find the “cor-
rect” tile on the floor to get the robot to move properly, etc. As well, children
especially would exaggerate their movements when keepon was not synchronized
to the music, attempting through the flaying of their limbs to get keepon to notice
their actions and to have the robot change its behavior accordingly. This ties into
the point I discussed earlier with the work of Clifford Nass: that people mindlessly
attributed social mores to computers, and in this case, a robotic creature, thinking
that the creature will “understand” the meaning of “exaggerated movement” and
will respond properly.

{ blendie }

What happens when our devices require us to speak their language? When the
actions of an object are not controlled by buttons or switches, but by imitations of
sounds of the motor, the residual detritus of an electronic activity? With Blendie, a
work by Kelly Dobson, humans must make the sounds of the blender for it to be
activated12.

Rather than remaining an object that is kept out of mind when it’s in use, the
sounds pushed to the background of perception, interactions with blendie demand
foregrounding of awareness. A lack of concentration on the part of the person will

12A short clip of the interaction between blendie and Kelly Dobson: http://web.media.
mit.edu/~monster/web/dobson_blendie_small.mov.
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cause the blender to stop. Exhaustion in people leads to “exhaustion” in the blender
and cessation of the machine’s main purpose, to blend.

Kelly speaks of the blender in this sense:

The experience for the participant is to speak the language of the ma-
chine, to resonate with the machine, and thus to more deeply under-
stand and connect with it. The action may also bring about personal
revelations in the participant, because in sounding with the blender
one is likely to perform gesture and sound expressions not previously
accessed which may open up unfound emotions or thoughts or feel-
ings.

The fact that this robotic creature (and I see it as a creature, especially given
the way people respond to it), the fact that this robotic creature demands a very
particular action on the part of the human does not limit possibility, but rather
expands it. A different space of possibility opens up, one that didn’t exist without
the peculiar behavior of this creature.

Specifically interesting are the cases where the creature acts on its own.
Such situations provoke the person to immediately question the nature of their

interaction with this object, an object that might be assumed to be placid and with-
out a “mind of its own”. Yet a limited amount of unexpected behavior, rather than
detracting from a belief in presumed agency, further strengthens the concept.

{ syngva }

I would like to now turn to a discussion of my current research, the design and
study of syngva. syngva is a robotic creature that moves in responses to non-speech
human sounds. I am using syngva as a means of encouraging non-linguistic expres-
sion in people, as well as having it serve as a anthropological probe, an object to
explore some of the questions I mentioned at the start of this paper.

At the moment I am in the throes of the construction of the second version of
syngva, so I can’t show you a final object. However, I’d like to go through some
of the development of design and movement that has occurred over the last six
months or so of the project.

8
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Figure 4: The first version of syngva, syngvaa.

Figure 5: Conceptual designs for the second version of syngva, syngvab.
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I began the work with syngva by creating a wheeled robotic creature that moves
in response to singing, changing direction based only on the pitch and amplitude of
the sound13. Even with such a simple design, I observed a number of interesting in-
teractions. First, the shape of the creature was ambiguous, with people disagreeing
as to what was the front or the back. Secondly, people would stop singing when
syngvaa stopped moving, showing, in a very simple way, the type of feedback loop
that exists with a human–creature dyad. This is especially interesting given that
I didn’t tell people to stop singing when the creature ceased it’s own movements.
Thirdly, in my own experiments with syngvaa, and partially seen in the video, I
found myself changing how I was singing in order to get syngvaa out of “predica-
ments”; that is, given that there was no obstacle avoidance in the creature, I had
to change the way I was singing in order to get syngvaa out of a corner. Finally, I
saw the mediating influence of the creature, whereby normally staid businessmen
would sing in front of their colleagues; thus the creature helped to break down
some of the social walls that normally prevent such actions.

With these promising indications, I wanted to push the project further, con-
sidering the power of non-speech sounds besides singing. Consider those sounds
we make that pull from our emotional core: crying, screaming, guttural sounds.
Sounds that often remain inside, for one reason or another; are silenced by social
mores. What might happen if we can create a mediating object that enables these
sounds to come out, become externalized through the movements of a robotic crea-
ture? What aspects of our lives can we express, confront, make real, through sounds
that are not speech? This is the direction of the second part of the project, with the
creature called syngvab.

I would love to go in-depth about the potential power of making non-speech
sounds, but that would be a presentation in and of itself. Rather, I will only men-
tion some of the experiences that I have seen so far in my research. In order to
train the creature to distinguish between speech and non-speech human sounds, I
have asked a few people to make these types of sounds absent the creature. What
I found is that the sounds that people make are so personal, so deeply penetrating
to hear and make, that I don’t even feel comfortable playing the sounds for anyone

13A short video of the first version, syngvaa: http://zeitkunst.org/media/video/
syngvaa.mov.
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else. I feel as if I am a voyeur, experiencing aspects of people’s internal psycholog-
ical life that are so often hidden. Thus the potential power of a robotic creature,
an object that will not judge, that mediates and externalizes these experiences, that
encourages people to fully explore parts of their lives not known.

A short quote from Antonin Artaud further makes this point:

To make metaphysics out of a spoken language is to make language
express what it usually does not express: this is to make use of it in a
new, exceptional, and unaccustomed fashion; to reveal its possibilities
of physical shock; to actively divide and distribute it in space; to han-
dle intonations in an absolutely concrete manner, restoring their power
to tear asunder and to really manifest something; to turn against lan-
guage and its basely utilitarian, one could even say alimentary, sources,
against its hunted beast origins; this is finally to consider language in
its form as Incantation14.

My goal for the understanding of this project is to give it to people, in their
homes, for periods of around a week. I hope through these in-situ experiences to
better understand the continual process of people trying to figure out things about
themselves, as well as about the creature itself. I hope to see people finding new
types of expressive behaviors, influenced in part by the creature, as well as by the
very act of making these sounds.

{ Agency, Authorship, and the Location of the Creature }

I’d like to conclude by making the second main point of the paper. I have to em-
phasize that this is quite preliminary and open to discussion, revision, and perhaps
elimination.

When we consider the interactions between humans and robotic creatures or
computer programs that seem to posses agency, we have to assume that people
know that the computational object is not alive, both from the point of view of
traditional scientific method, as well as from the point of view of folk science. Clif-
ford Nass and Youngme Moon describe this as ethopoeia: the act of relating to an

14Antonin Artaud, The Theater and its Double (New York, NY, USA: Grove Press, 1958), p. 23.
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entity as human, while knowing that the object is not alive and most likely does
not warrant (in a rational sense) human attribution15. So if adults know that the
creature is not alive, and if we assume that people are sincere in their reactions, then
where does this creature exist that is alive? I’d like to argue that the agent, the crea-
ture that people interact with as if it were alive, is not out-there, the physical object
that they see, but rather is the creature that is in-here, the internal representation of
the creature. If we take this point of view we break down some of the metaphys-
ical problems of attributing agency to non-living beings. Rather we see agency as
remaining in the human but intimately influenced by objects that exist out-there
in the world. The creature is a separate representation in the human’s mind, but
this separateness does not mean that the boundary between human and creature is
concrete and not to be breached; rather the boundary is extremely porous, with
psychological issues flowing from the human to the representation of the creature.
Agency is distributed, but within the human. Authorship remains in the human as
well. The robotic creature as an object, is not the joint author; rather, the robotic
creature, as a representation and object for projection participates in the process of
authorship. Different aspects of the person’s personality are involved, are exter-
nalized through the interactions with this creature. Creature-as-representation and
human interact, not just internally in the mind’s silence, but externally, through
the movement of an external object and its influence on a person’s behavior.

15Nass and Moon, p. 94.
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